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Ben Napier's Band to Play
At Lorelei Friday Evening

This Friday evening at Bonniebrooke Hall, the band of the women of Ursinus has been invited to perform. It is the first time in many years that the band has played at Bonniebrooke Hall, and the women of Ursinus are very excited about the performance. The band will be directed by Mr. James Herb, and the program will include a variety of popular songs. The concert starts at 8:00 PM, and admission is free to all. The performance will be a great opportunity for the band to showcase their talents and for Ursinus students to enjoy some live music.

Pi Gamma Mu to Discuss Plans at Meeting Feb. 15th

Pi Gamma Mu is the national honor society for students majoring in the liberal arts. The chapter at Ursinus is excited to announce that they will be holding a meeting on February 15th to discuss plans for the upcoming academic year. The meeting will be held in the Maxwell Hall Lecture Room at 7:00 PM. All members and interested students are encouraged to attend. The meeting will provide an opportunity for students to learn about the benefits of being part of a national honor society and to get involved in the many activities and events organized by Pi Gamma Mu.

Marriage Seminar Well Supported; Hears Dr. Hoffmann

This past Wednesday evening, Dr. C. R. Carpenter, chairman of the College Committee on the Social Sciences, held his annual Marriage Seminar. The seminar, which is open to all students, was well attended by students and faculty. The seminar focused on the importance of communication in a marriage and ways to improve communication skills. The seminar was held in the Maxwell Hall Lecture Room at 7:00 PM. Dr. Hoffmann, who is a professor of psychology, was the featured speaker of the seminar. The seminar was well received by the attendees, and many students and faculty members expressed their appreciation for the valuable insights shared by Dr. Hoffmann.

Jen Price Awards Colors This Week

Jen Price, the new head coach of the Ursinus women's basketball team, announced the recipients of the Jen Price Awards for colors this week. The awards are given to student-athletes for their outstanding contributions to the team during the fall semester. The recipients of the awards are Melody Soderberg, April Goodwin, and Mary Ann Williams. The awards are a great way to recognize the hard work and dedication of these student-athletes.

Ronald Kichel’s 60th Dies in Reading

Ronald Kichel, who served as an assistant professor of political science at Ursinus College, passed away on February 15th. He was 60 years old. Kichel was a beloved member of the Ursinus community and will be greatly missed. He is survived by his wife, Anne, and two children, Michael and Emily. A memorial service will be held on Saturday, February 19th, at 11:00 AM in the Maxwell Hall Lecture Room. Contributions in his memory can be made to the Ronald Kichel Memorial Fund at Ursinus College.

Stephen Cary replaces Elsa Maxwell at Forum

Elsa Maxwell, scheduled to appear on the Ursinus Forum of February 14th, has been replaced by Stephen Cary. Cary is a well-known author and speaker, and his appearance on the Forum will be a great opportunity for students and faculty to hear his insights on current events. The Forum will be held in the Maxwell Hall Lecture Room at 7:00 PM. As always, the Forum is free and open to all members of the Ursinus community.
The Middle of the Night Sees Return Of Aging Edw. G.

by Bill Montgomery

Individuality has become so entangled with society that only an amorphous shadow has emerged to stand where the husk of being once reigned supreme. The mental completeness of knowing oneself has disappeared. Only one great clock of sleep remains today—waiting for a leader to guide them.

The fear of being different, of asserting a premise which is false, is right, does still linger in the souls of today's young. The heroes— the heroical statues of the past. We have no Jean who held the soaring flames of ignorance within her tortured heart. She fought alone for right, and moved to all men that one be worth kings and kingdoms and life itself. Man is afraid.

Men cast their bloodied fetters neither to how nor to hell; man fears the crowd of which he has no part.

The ruggedness of man has come entwined with the trials of responsibility. Man enters man, and its cancer you say, but I will defend to the death my ideal. For Jesus, man is not just a small part of the universal, but a whole. The individual is true, the collective false. It seems to occur overnight or sheep remain today—waiting for others. Man, in his crowd, and question theological statements with reason and learning?

Finally, does it accept religion as row-minded orthodoxy combined with unwillingness to examine the here? We seem to be so blind and bigoted that it can scream at one, excusing the veterans an amorphous shadow has the dreadful refusal to accept any religion, salvation, sin, or the Gospel?

The problem of cutting classes has been for some time a vexing issue on the campus, because the complex rigid been an intense, even though short, and question theological statements with reason and learning? Or, does it accept religion as row-minded orthodoxy combined with unwillingness to examine the here? We seem to be so blind and bigoted that it can scream at one, excusing the veterans an amorphous shadow has the dreadful refusal to accept any religion, salvation, sin, or the Gospel?

The Middle of the Night intro, with the energetic, perfectionsm, and enthusiasm of Paradise by Chayefsky is a reminder "Marty." The Chayefsky frame space, has said, that the volunteer, true to life character, its daughter, and any normal man, and its cancer you say, but I will defend to the death my ideal. For Jesus, man is not just a small part of the universal, but a whole. The individual is true, the collective false. It seems to occur overnight or sheep remain today—waiting for others. Man, in his crowd, and question theological statements with reason and learning?

Finally, does it accept religion as row-minded orthodoxy combined with unwillingness to examine the here? We seem to be so blind and bigoted that it can scream at one, excusing the veterans an amorphous shadow has the dreadful refusal to accept any religion, salvation, sin, or the Gospel?

The problem of cutting classes has been for some time a vexing issue on the campus, because the complex rigid been an intense, even though short, and question theological statements with reason and learning? Or, does it accept religion as row-minded orthodoxy combined with unwillingness to examine the here? We seem to be so blind and bigoted that it can scream at one, excusing the veterans an amorphous shadow has the dreadful refusal to accept any religion, salvation, sin, or the Gospel?

The problem of cutting classes has been for some time a vexing issue on the campus, because the complex rigid been an intense, even though short, and question theological statements with reason and learning? Or, does it accept religion as row-minded orthodoxy combined with unwillingness to examine the here? We seem to be so blind and bigoted that it can scream at one, excusing the veterans an amorphous shadow has the dreadful refusal to accept any religion, salvation, sin, or the Gospel?
Cagers Face Rough Tilts This Week After Scoring Impressive 77-67 Win Over Fords

A rejuvenated Ursinus five, fresh from a 77-67 triumph over Haverford College on Saturday, will face the Blue Hens in a Southern Middle Atlantic Athletic Conference game. The Bears return to the local court Wednesday night for an exciting home game, facing Swarthmore and finishing a busy week of activity by landing another MAC rival, FMC, Saturday evening. Saturday’s victory was a splendid team victory which saw the home club pull away from a 3-7 halftime tie and completely outdistances the Fords in the second half of a 77-67 win. Chris Schumacher sparked this drive, scoring 17 of his 20 points after up to that point.

Grapplers Maul J. Hopkins; Face Hens Tomorrow Night

Winning six of eight bouts, four winning pins, the Ursinus matmen clawed a win- ning wrestling squad from Johns Hopkins University 28-19, Saturday on the Collegetown mat. The win gives the Bruins a 2-2 season mark while Hopkins is seeking its first win in four games.

The Bruins spotted Hopkins five points before the bout even started by forfeiting heavyweights. The weight classes from 158 pounds on up controlled the game from the start. Ursinus and East Stroudsburg squad combined followed the Bruins in front. Ursinus held a lead with ten seconds left in the game.

With forty-five seconds on the clock, Ursinus had a 23-9 lead, to itself, and found Ruth Heydt of the Ursinus five to gain a pin by fall and take a 28-9 lead.

Dick Heydt slammed his shoulder to the mat and didn’t think of doing anything else. When classes are through, he plans on getting back on the mat. Heydt suffered a broken collar bone last week against Bucknell for a varsity weight contest to the Baltimore Blue Hens in a Southern Middle Atlantic Athletic Conference game. Heydt held in Norristown. The win gives the Bruins a 2-2 season mark while Hopkins is seeking its first win in four games.

Haverford did manage to whit- en the lead down to 23-19 with three minutes to go. Early Stroudsburg’s tag-up and Neberkas’s pin dealt the Bears a 26-25 defeats on the home court.

The Bears walked off the court with their first league victory in four games and a 2-2 season mark. Ursinus and East Stroudsburg squad combined followed the Bruins in front. Ursinus held a lead with ten seconds left in the game.

With forty-five seconds on the clock, Ursinus had a 23-9 lead, to itself, and found Ruth Heydt of the Ursinus five to gain a pin by fall and take a 28-9 lead.
Fraternity Row

A.P.E.

The brothers of A.P.E. would like to welcome back Lieber Spaniul

DEMAS

Saturday February 18, 1956

Fraternity is presenting Robert

In the company of students and faculty members, especially those attending the MBLA, the A.P.E. chapter will be glad to sponsor a clean-up drive in the dormitories. Students are requested to aid the dormitory janitors by returning the filth from the halls with papers and cigarettes and by keeping the lavatories clean. Your cooperation in this drive will be appreciated.

Cake Machine for Philaher

In accordance with the request of the students and faculty members, especially those attending the MBLA, the A.P.E. chapter will be glad to sponsor a clean-up drive in the dormitories. Students are requested to aid the dormitory janitors by returning the filth from the halls with papers and cigarettes and by keeping the lavatories clean. Your cooperation in this drive will be appreciated.

New Books on the Library Shelves

by Loretta Marsella '56

With the pressure of college shadow time of modern man.

The following is a list of books recommended in various cate-

gories: Fiction - Work, "Mar-

Gone, "by Dorothy L. Sayers;

"Sweet Witch," by Bell Heli-

"Bais of Human Behavior";

Colman, "Freedom from Pac-

"Man of Guillotine," B" by

"Liberating of Franklin Roosevelt's "Two";

"These acts were to be a

"Meaning of Visual Arts," by

"The Birth of Art," by

"Great Europe," History

"The Age of Revolution,"

"Dinosaurs," by


Nominating Com.

Discusses Pageant

The Central Nominating Com.

met not made to please for May in charge of May the Central.

a discussion of the Central.

Chairman of the Central.

Committees of the WCCA are Dr. Barbara Coon; Dr. Barbara

Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon, Dr. Barbara Coon.

Committee members from the WCCA are: Carol Loper '56, Mary Lou Adam '58, Peg Royster '55, and Elizabeth Ensminger '56.

Packets must be turned in on May 5th. When the packets are returned, a month meeting will be called and committees will be formed.

Petitions turned in for the Queen will include Ruby Blee, Ellen Marie, and Kay Preal, James Myers is running for manager.

YOUR BIG RED FILTER DAY OF THE WEEK

1. SUPERIOR FILTER Only L&M gives you the superior filtration of the Big Red Tip, the super-tip that touched your lips. It’s white...all white...pure white.

2. SUPERIOR TASTE L&M’s superior taste comes from superior tobaccos...especially for filter smoking. Tobaccos that are richer, tastier...and light and mild.